Cell biological manifestations of bisdioxopiperazines treatment of human tumor cell lines in culture.
British developed Bisdioxopiperazine compound (Biz compounds) {ICRF-159 or ICRF-187 (razoxane, Raz)} which was the first agent ever to be observed inhibiting and controlling the spontaneous pulmonary metastases of murine Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC) tumor model worldwide. Since 1980, two new Biz compounds {probimane (Pro, AT-2153, MST-2) and MST-16} have been synthesized at the Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Sciences, PR China, based on structural modifications from British developed Biz compounds. Despite some similarities and differences of structural and pharmacological activities observed between Raz, Pro and MST-16, the systematic comparisons of their pharmacological activities and mechanisms, especially on neoplasm metastases, are still much needed. This work demonstrates that Biz compounds may inhibit tumor cell migration in vitro through a Matrigel-Coated Transwell plate assay and a wound-healing assay by using three human mammary tumor cell lines (MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-435 and MDA-MB-468). Pro, ICRF-187 and MST-16 affect the network of actin assembly. We conclude that Biz compounds might inhibit neoplasm metastases via affecting a cascade of GTPases, cell skeleton polarizations and cell movements.